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“Developing A Responsible Investor”
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President/ CEO and Founder

The Importance of Financial Education 

“Over the past few years, we have been progressively liberalizing the financial 
markets. This has led to greater innovation in the financial services industry, 

www.sias.org.sg

with institutions offering more complex and varied products. We need to move 
away from a prescriptive approach to a disclosure-based regime. 

In this new and challenging environment, Singaporeans need to become 
more self-reliant in their financial affairs. They must acquire the knowledge 
and skills to manage their day-to-day finances, make prudent investments 
and plan for their long term needs. They must also be equipped to exercise 
their rights as consumers, so that financial institutions will treat them fairly, or 
else lose customers. This makes it important to educate Singaporeans to be 
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knowledgeable in financial affairs.” (Oct 2003)

Mr Lee Hsien Loong

Prime Minister of Singapore
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SIAS Investor Education
Goal:
 To build a responsible investing community 

www.sias.org.sg

 To build a responsible investing community 
and drive investor advocacy through 
education

Objectives:
 To promote the importance of financial 

planning and having a financial plan
 To educate investors on the need for 
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 To educate investors on the need for 
investing and what to look out for when 
investing (Risks)

 To keep abreast, understand and evaluate 
current market conditions and to make 
informed investment decisions 
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SIAS Investor Education Model

Investor Education
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Capital 
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Markets

Development

Investor RightsCorporate Governance

Investor Education for Everyone www.sias.org.sg

Young Investor Beginners Intermediate Advance

Youth Chapter Financial Planning 
for Families

A-Z of Investing

Beginners’ Guide 

MyMoney 

Investment 
Outlook

Value Investing

Investment 
Clinics

Portfolio Building 
Trading 
Strategies
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Beginners  Guide 
to Investing

Reading Financial 
Statement

AICE Investor 
Education Fair

Interpreting 
Annual Reports

Equity 
Research

Portfolio Building 
and Asset 
Allocation

Strategies
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Provides basic knowledge of Interpreting Annual 
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Reports to choose companies for investment
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Analyzing Financial 
Statements

www.sias.org.sg
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Analyzing Market 
Performance and 
Helping Investors 

Make Informed 
Decisions
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Participants at this highly 
interactive workshop 
learning Business Analysis  
& Valuation
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Topics:

Singapore Stock Market Outlook *
Investment Strategies * IPO’s
Prospect * Trading IPO’s * Invest
or Speculate * Margin Financing *
Gaining on the Market * Market
Mentality

“My Money” Public Seminars: 
Various Investment Products

"My Money", a Financial Literacy Programme, which consists of
quarterly investor education seminars in 2009 is organized by SIAS
in collaboration with MoneySENSE and The Association of Banks in
Singapore (ABS). Pursuant to the Lehman Brothers collapse leading
to global financial crisis, SIAS embarked on educating retail
investors on the features and risks involved in various investment
products including ETFs, Unit Trusts, Structured Deposits, Property
Investment, Insurance, REITs, Preference Shares, and the questions
investors need to ask before investing in these products.
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Investor Education Fair 
AICE www.sias.org.sg
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www.sias.org.sg
ASIAN INVESTMENT CONFERENCE 

& EXHIBITION 2009 (AICE) 

21,000 
Attended!
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SIAS Youth Chapter 
Educating the Youth to face challenges of tomorrow

www.sias.org.sg
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Guided by a Mentor

www.sias.org.sg
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A participant sharing her 
investment experiences at 

the Investment Clinic 

Clinic Leader, Yang Sy Jian, 
guiding investors at a 

Community Club
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Programmes, both physical and online will:
 Promote the importance of financial planning and 

having a financial plan
 Educate investors on the need for investing and 

what to look out for when investing (Risks)
 Keep abreast, understand and evaluate current 

k t diti  d t  k  i f d i t t 
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market conditions and to make informed investment 
decisions 

Bridging the Digital Divide
www.sias.org.sg

www.sias.org.sg
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The SIAS website receives over 11 million hits per annum
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Speaking the
Investors’ Language - Mandarin

MyMoney event in 
Chinese and 

www.sias.org.sg

webcast in Chinese 
on website
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SIAS Chinese website

SIAS Research – Independent Equity 
Research

1. Equity research reports not readily available to retail investors 
2. The reports are not independent – usually from brokers

www.sias.org.sg
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Connecting with the 
Investors of today through
Social Media www.sias.org.sg

YouTube
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Facebook

Response from Participants: www.sias.org.sg
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The impact of the activities is having a 
more informed, educated and 
RESPONSIBLE investing population
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Have a expenditure budget and savings & 
investment plan to meet his/her financial needs 
with a diversified portfolio

Key Success Factors -
Collaborations

Our success lies in being 
able to bring together

www.sias.org.sg

able to bring together 
partners from financial 
institutions , corporations, 
and government bodies like 
the national financial 
education programme –
MoneySense
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MoneySense 
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Challenges

 Measurement of effectiveness of 

www.sias.org.sg

investor education initiatives
 Working with research companies to 

conduct benchmark studies and regular 
tracking

 Working with brokers and financial 
instit tions b t the lack of feedback 
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institutions but the lack of feedback 
and behavioural finance studies to 
track behaviours

10 Questions You Should Ask Before Investing
Q1. Do you understand my financial needs and objectives?

Q2. Do you know my risk profile?

Q3. How risky is the product?

Q4. What are the expected returns on the product?

Q5. How does this product fit my investment needs and portfolio?

Q6. What are the various fees and charges? Does the product provider have the 
discretion to change the fees and charges at any time?

Q7. How often will you update me on the product after the investment?

Q8. How long must I stay invested? What are the penalties, restrictions and procedures 
if I decide to liquidate some or all of my investments earlier?

Q9. What alternative products offer similar benefits? How does the recommended 
product compare with alternative products?

Q10. Have I read and understood all the information, including the prospectus/term 
sheet/benefit illustration and product summary as well as warnings, exclusions and 
disclaimers, relating to the product I am considering?
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Thank You 

www.sias.org.sg

Have an enjoyable and informative 
conference.

Silly Investors Always Suffer
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Silly Investors Always Suffer
Smart Investors Always Succeed
SIAS


